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All graphics consist of one or a food of graphic design elements. They are components such as color, type and image, as opposed to design principles such as balance, focal point, and space usage. Not all parts include each element; for example, lines and shapes can provide a balance without a photo. ALFRED PASIEKA / Getty Images From vintage icons to modern logos,
shapes are at the root of the design. They can be geometric (squares, triangles, circles) or organic and freely formed (whatever you want). They can have soft curves, sharp corners and everything in between. Shapes are working offices of graphic design, allowing: Install layouts. Creating patterns. Underline parts of the page. Define borders by connecting or splitting parts of a
page. Create movement and flow, leading the eye from one element to another. Interact with creating additional elements, such as creating a shape by using text on a page. With graphics software like Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop and free GIMP, creating and manipulating shapes is easier than ever. Ralf Hiemisch / Getty Images Lines divide space, guide the eye and create
shapes. At their most basic level, straight lines in layouts separate content, such as magazines and newspapers, as well as websites. Designers can go much further, of course, with curved, dotted and zigzag lines that are used as defining elements and as the basis for illustrations and graphics. Graphic experts often combine lines with type. A common technique is to use a
resounding string to bring other elements along its path, such as the type on the curve. Jorg Greuel / Getty Images The color evokes deep emotions, and the designer can apply to any other element. The use of color is almost infinite; For example, color can highlight images, help transmit information, underline a point, improve values, and specify related text on a website. The
theory of colors, in particular, curtains on the color wheel, what we all saw at school with its basic red, yellow and blue colors and their relationship with each other. Using color requires understanding more than just mixing them, however; color properties such as hue, hue, tone, hue, saturation and values are combined in different color models, such as CMYK (called subtraactive
model) and RGB, additive model. CSA Images / Getty Images In graphic design, the goal is not to simply place some text on the page, but to understand and effectively use it to further achieve the goals of the work. Fonts (fonts), size, alignment, color, and spacing are included in the game. Fonts are usually broken down into type families like the Times and Helvetica. Designers
also use type to create shapes and images, communicate mood (warm, cold, happy, sad) and evoke style (modern, feminine, masculine)- and that's just for a start. Understanding type is a whole art to yourself; In fact, some designers devote themselves exclusively to font design. This requires expert knowledge of such conditions as (space between letters), wired (space between
lines) and tracking (total space between type on page). In addition, the type has its own anatomy, which designers need to understand to effectively develop fonts. Chris Clor / Getty Images A powerful image can make or break a design. Photos, illustrations and works tell stories, support ideas, evoke emotions and attract audience attention. Photos often play a big role in branding,
so their choices are important. Some graphic designers create this work on their own. The designer can also commission an artist or photographer, or purchase photos from one of the many photo houses. Manuel Breva Colmeiro / Getty Images Texture can be tactile (actual design surface) or visual. In the first case, the viewer can feel the texture physically, making it different from
other design elements. The paper and materials used in the packaging design create this texture. In the second case, the style implies texture. Rich, layered graphics can create a visual texture that reflects the actual texture or gives a general impression of it. Texture can be applied to any other element in the design. It can make the text three-dimensional, blooming, sunken or
jag-like. Texture can make a photo as smooth as glass or jump out like a mountain range. In fact, texture is part of all graphic designs because everything has a surface, whether physical or perceived. A qualified designer combines these elements in a way that contrasts and complements each other to help the piece achieve the ultimate goal: sending a message, creating emotion
and/or projecting action. After 27 years in a San Francisco apartment with small Edwardian rooms, graphic designer Joseph Abbati looked in the 1,250-square-foot Dallas loft he purchased about two years ago, shortly after moving to Texas to serve as the brand's creative marketing director for retailer J.C. Penney. I look forward to a big, open space, he recalls. He developed a
plan for a 24 by 40-foot main room to facilitate casual entertainment, place his special collections, and match his taste for bold design. Abbati chose sleek modern and eclectic modern furniture for his abode, and formed dedicated living, dining and library areas. To distinguish each zone further, he used colors and patterns that express his bra aesthetic, from black and white stripes
to splashes of red and pink. Different types of lighting helped vary the atmosphere. it's very exclusive, he explains. Every time you turn your head, there's something interesting to look at. Despite his predicament for bright colors, homeowner Joseph Abbati kept the mood in his living room, above, taming using a limited palette. He drew a dominant wall of lime green to match the
sectional and then chose red accent pieces, including a dusty 1960s swivel chair and a polycarbonate casual table. The pink claw cushion bear and gold tooth-like chair emits quirks. Quirk. sepia-tinted digital print from the ceiling of the line solved the problem posed by the corner wall. Abbati, left, relaxes on the breeding chair of the George Nelson Marshmallow in the space
opposite the living area. Black and white stripes extending across the ceiling, down walls and above the floor, literally shift the lobby to a 9 by 10-foot entrance. Abbati borrowed the idea from an exhibition he saw at the Dallas Museum of Art and shuttered it himself with paint. I like the look of taking a strip all the way around, and using that space as my own art installation, he says.
Darkened, Venetian looking glass and mirrored desk enhance the effect; table lamp and chair Philippe Starck Victoria Ghost, as in a transparent polycarbonate, allow the drawing to be shown through them. The dining area and kitchen are distinguished by excellent lighting hanging from an 11-foot ceiling. Three bell-shaped aluminum chandeliers illuminate the dining table with a
honeycomb cardboard base and white acrylic top, and a spherical pine plywood pendant lamp is suspended above the counter. At both ends of the table, Emeco aluminum chairs are reproductions of those created for the U.S. Navy in 1944, associated with stainless steel appliances and aluminum bar stools. Abbati brightened the wall outside the painted pink, red and white
design in the tradition of Finnish textile firm Marimekko, forming a backdrop for the built-in table. On a short stretch of wall between the lobby and the living area, Abbati created an exhibition space for much of his collections. The display, held together with the aesthetics of the comic book, which runs through many works, includes portraits found in Curio stores; crucifixion of folk art
from Mexico; ancient resinum anatomical model of the human head; and painted skateboard. Black and white photos provide a point of view of bright colors. On a low table beneath the installation sits an acrylic cube filled with another Abbati passion: collectible plush toys, some given to him by friends and others found during his travels in the United States, Spain, Argentina and
Japan. Ever since they first appeared in the 1990s, quirky, colorful dolls known as designer toys have developed an enthusiasm following. The term covers a wide range of moulded vinyl, plastic and plush items created by popular illustrators, animators and graphic designers in the United States, Europe and Asia, typically produced in limited editions that sell at prices between $10
and several hundred dollars, depending on size, quantity and popularity. I've always loved their sense of humor, says collector Joseph Abbati of the artists who dream of these works, including Los Angeles-based Gary Bazmen, creator of the popular Dunces series; Japanese graphic designer Mori Chuck, known for his grim bear character; and Japanese pop artist Yoshitomo
Nara, who developed the angelic character Little Wanderer. I think that generations of us out there, says Abbati, Who decided we shouldn't give up our passion for owning things that might seem childish. Click here for resources september 2007 This content is created and supported by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You can
find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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